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MV,C,5 MV2,C, N1,C,39 N2,C,39
Burn                    (Game 7) Forgacs

D2D4 d4 The favorite of those who like complex positions.  It is the second most
D7D5 d5 Rarely seen nowadays but nevertheless very playable and still very much alive
C2C4 c4 The Queen's Gambit.  The best known and most analyzed gambit in Chess.
E7E6 e6 The Orthodox Defense.  The major alter- native is the Slav Defense (2....c6).
B1C3 Nc3 Of course.  It prepares for e4.
G8F6 Nf6 Mainline.  It prevents e4.
C1G5 Bg5 Mainline, although 4.cxd5 is a major and popular alternate known as the
B8D7 Nbd7 The mainline continues with 4....Be7 but this is a well-known alternate.
E2E3 e3 A good move now that the Bishop is out there in play.  It also defends the c4
C7C6 c6 Mainline.  It shores up the pawn at d5, activates the Queen and readies b5.
G1F3 Nf3 Known today as the Cambridge Springs Variation.  The alternative is 6.Bd3.
D8A5 Qa5 Un-pins the Knight at f6, pins the Knight at c3, shores up the pawn at d5
F3D2 Nd2 One of two choices (the other is cxd5). This is the underlying theme of the
F6E4 Ne4?! A new move.  Usual here is 7....dxc4. 7...Bb4 was later seen in the game
D2E4 Ndxe4 The other Knight must stay where it is to control the squares a4 and b5.
D5E4 dxe4 With pressure on the exposed Bishop.
G5H4 Bh4 Prudent.
E6E5 e5 The real idea behind Forgacs' new move.
F1E2 Be2 Not being too sure of Black's intent, White prepares to castle; which would
F7F5 f5 Defends the pawn and indirectly stifles the Knight which now has no place to go
E1G1C O-O Safety first.
G7G6 g6 Rather pointless.
C4C5 c5 A very subtle and clever move that sets up a coming cruncher.
F8G7 Bg7
D1B3 Qn3! Surprise! Threatens 14.Qe6+!! Note that the King has only one open square (f8)
D7F8 Nf8 Prevents 14.Qe6+ and opens the d7 square for the King.
E2C4 Bc4 More firepower.
A5C7 Qc7 Falling back to fortify the defense.
D4D5 d5 Nasty!
H7H6 h6 Preparing to shut off the Bishop with g5.
D5D6 d6 Nastier!
C7D7 Qd7
H4E7 Be7
F8E6 Ne6 Too little, too late.
C3B5 Nb5! Black resigns.  Threats are everywhere and Black has no way out.
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N3,C,39 N4,C,39
Ostend, 1906
popular opening in Chess.
and kicking. The general, non-committal 1...Nf6 usually comes first here.

Black may of course, accept the gambit with 2....dxc4 (which has been declared

Exchange Variation.
A rare choice here would be 4....c5.
pawn and activates the King Bishop.
Marshall and Fine were fond of 5....Bb4 which is known today as the Manhattan

and indirectly threatens the Bishop beyond the pawn.
Cambridge Springs Defense. The threat is now 8.Nb3 driving away the Queen
Alekhine-Capablanca 1927 but remains unclear.

bring a Rook into play while automatic- ally un-pinning the Knight.
except a4.  Also possible is a forth- coming ....f4.  But all this is unclear

and that castling is impossible now.
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N5,C,39

dead for the last four hundred years!).

Variation (for the N.Y. boys).

and heading for c5.

so it seems that Forgacs is confused.
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